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INC: NEW FUNCTION KEY ON C-DECK DESIGN

New function key on C‐deck design
Abstract
Function key will always occupy keyboard area, especially we have special key function or layout in
different platform. if we can remove it, keyboard can have more space to design more function or
keyboard layout for user to be more friendly. Also, we can reduce Keyboard complexity and can be
easier to design water protect. The idea is we add extra/ special function on C‐deck. When user
doesn’t want to use key function, user won’t see icon on C‐deck. When user touch function position,
icon will be lighting and sensor user touch position. Then user can feel haptic force feedback to
confirm right contact and key function works after user press function icon.

Background
In the conventional laptop design, we can see function key on top of keyboard. as fig.1 shows.

Figure 1. Drawing of current system design
Different laptop has different keyboard layout with different function key requirement. That will
increase keyboard complexity and normally function key size is small then other button key, that will
also impact keyboard water‐protect.

Invention Description
In this invention, we modify keyboard layout to let some function keys on Top/left/right of C‐deck.
(as Fig. 2) We add extra/ special function on C‐deck. When user doesn’t want to use key function,
user won’t see icon on C‐deck. When user press icon position, icon backlight will turn on. User choice
one icon, touch film will sense finger press change and provide haptic force. Icon function single
send back to mainboard then control function (Fig. 3). Few seconds later, lightguide turn off.
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Figure 2. Drawing of patent proposal

Figure 3. Drawing of structure stack up and touch process

Advantages






We can remove function key from keyboard and let keyboard has more space to design.
This design can let user feel they have more larger usage area compare current.
We can reduce keyboard complexity for cost reduction.
Keyboard can be easier to design water protect.
Keyboard can cheaper than current because of easy manufacturing.
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